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Taking Motherhood Seriously
Telling “the biggest story never told”

{ e a r l y  r i s e r s }

A
SK MOST PASSERSBY THE PHASES OF LIFE, AND YOU’LL GET 
the usual suspects: childhood, adolescence, adulthood. But 
matrescence? Not so much.  Q  That, says Aurélie Athan 
(Ph.D. ’10), is because the transition to motherhood — 
and its accompanying biological, psychological, social, 

cultural and spiritual complexities — is “the biggest story never told  

in academia.” Q “Mothers are 
the beginning of life and the cor- 
nerstone of all psychology,” says 
Athan, Lecturer in Counseling  
& Clinical Psychology and Direc-
tor of TC’s Maternal Psychology 
Laboratory. “Scratch psycho- 
logy and you hit a mother. But  
she’s invisible in terms of under-
standing her subjective experi- 
ence — the person we seem 
least curious about. What’s that 
about?”  Q  Athan has helped put 
matrescence — a term coined by 
the late medical anthropologist 
Dana Raphael — front and center 
in the larger discourse. She 
helped create TC’s new curricu- 
lum in Reproductive & Maternal 
Well-being, with courses ranging 
from her own “Mother Matrix: 
Developmental and Clinical 
Implications” to “Special Topics: 
Working with LGBTWQ Couples 
and Families,” taught by Gregory 
Payton. She sees TC as an ideal 
standard-bearer in a policy  

        THE ACT OF  
parenting changes you. 
In a world of competition, 
parenting sometimes 
teaches us collaboration. 
In a world of violence, we 
know our kids respond 
better to understanding. 
In a world of distraction, 
parenthood demands 
our presence.
 ”
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A TC COURSE “MADE
clear that brain structure  
and function represents  
the solution to the mind- 
body problem” and provided  
an erstwhile philosophy  
major with “a unique  
perspective in studying  
neurologic disorders” that  
he is now using to help  
patients with MS. 

A
S AN UNDERGRADUATE, JAMES F. SUMOWSKI MAJORED  
in both philosophy and psychology. He was sufficiently intrigued 
by modern philosophy’s “mind-body problem” — the relation-
ship between the body and the presumed immaterial mind or 
soul — to further pursue psychology, and eventually neuropsy-

chology.   Q� Interested in children’s cognition and learning, Sumowski 
enrolled in the School Psychology program at Teachers College, led by 
Stephen Peverly. A neuropsychological assessment course with David M. 
Erlanger “made clear that brain structure and function represents the 
solution to the mind-body problem.” While at TC, Sumowski, seeking 
more focused neuropsychological training, completed a clinical neurosci-
ence research fellowship on multiple sclerosis (MS).  Q� Now Associate 
Professor of Neurology at Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in 
New York City (as well as a TC adjunct faculty member), Sumowski, with 
a five-year R01 grant from the National Institutes of Health, is investi- 
gating cognitive decline in people with MS. He is seeking modifiable 
lifestyle factors to protect against decline.  Q��“TC’s School Psychology 
program gave me a strong foundation in cognitive psychology and psy-
chological assessment and a unique perspective in studying neurologic 
disorders,” he says. “TC prepared me extremely well for a career ded- 
icated to clinical practice and research within neuropsychology.”
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Bridging the Mind-Body Duality 
A philosophy major becomes a neuropsychological researcher   
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area undergoing long-awaited 
changes such as greater attention 
to family leave and increased 
awareness of perinatal mood dis- 
orders. (A federal panel recently 
recommended screening preg-
nant women and new mothers for 
depression, and TC is offering  
the first known graduate level 
course in perinatal mental health.)   
Q  “The act of parenting changes 
you,” prompting behaviors and 
values that often counter our cul- 
ture’s demands, Athan says. “In a 
world of competition, parenting 
sometimes teaches us collabora-
tion. In a world of violence, we 
know our kids respond better to  
understanding. In a world of dis- 
traction, parenthood demands our 
presence.”  Q  While grateful for 
increased attention to mothers  
in crisis, she believes the conver- 
sation about motherhood must  
expand to include more than cri-
sis and dysfunction.  Q  “Women 
are not of interest until they’re  
going mad. If I say postpartum, 
you say ‘depression.’ We don’t 
want to only reinforce negative 
narratives. Our work is to under-
stand the whole developmental 
life span, so we can get to women 
before they are struggling. Can  
we care for mothers throughout 
the process?” —  E L L E N  L I V I N G S T O N

Younger TC extended family
members making their mark
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